
Hole Descriptions

1 UPPER NORTHSTAR 300'
Gentle downhill slope. Fairway goes left to right across North Star. 

2 LOWER NORTH STAR 465'
Downhill to the left- straight shot to Timberline junction. Basket is 25 feet from the Timberline sign. 

3 TIMBERLINE DROP 456'
Narrow fairway downhill, basket is dog leg right. 

4 TIMBERLINE BOTTOM 348'
Continues down Timberline, basket is dog leg left. Fairway begins downhill with a slight uphill at the
end towards the basket. Basket located 8 feet to the right of the double Aspens. Recommended
Play: Aim to the large rock on the left side of the fairway near the bottom of the slope. This will
give you a straight shot to the basket. 

5 UPWARD SENSATION 328'
Uphill from right to left of the Sensational Trail. Basket is at the top of the hill to the left. 

6 SOUTHSTAR 570'
Fairway is down South Star. Play either side of the large tree island. Basket is behind island. 

7 SPLASH 366'
Fairway is downhill and very narrow from the tee box then opens up. Play to the right of the pond.
Cross over creek. Basket is dog leg right. 

8 MARTI GRAS TREE 573'
Fairway downhill to the left. Recommended Play: Aim to the orange pole. Straight shot from there. 

9 ALTABIRD 273'
Fairway uphill with basket dog leg left. This can be played straight through the Aspens or around to
the right of the Aspens. 

10 APEX AND ASPENS 405'
Fairway is fairly level. Basket is beyond Apex lift line. Trail curves slightly left then slightly right. Play
dog leg right using the fairway or through/over the Aspen grove. 

11 STAGECOACH CROSSING 297'
Fairway narrow at tee box to wide open. Basket nestled in Aspen grove straight ahead. 

12 BUSHWACK 270'
Fairway downhill straight ahead. Play through dense stand of Fir and Aspen just beyond the tailings
pile on the left. Recommended Play: Lay up to the edge of the trees on the far right. This provides a
direct shot to basket. Advanced Play: aggressive shot to the gap on the left side aiming for the
clearing below the trees. 

13 YURT 414'
Play straight ahead. Slight hill. 

14 THE FLATS 470'



Level fairway. Play straight ahead. 

15 WHIPPER SNAPPER 324'
Narrow fairway downhill through the trees. Play straight ahead. 

16 SAME STREET 360'
Fairway to the right of the tower just over the paved path. Slight downhill; play left to right across
fairway. 

17 RACE COURSE 312'
Fairway slight uphill over the pipe. Play right to left across fairway. 

18 MAIN STREET 1219'
Down Main Street towards the first tower. LET 'ER RIP!!! 

All holes are par 3. 


